1 Thursday
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Turkey
Martha shows how to braise Turkey Legs and prepares Roasted Rolled Turkey Breast with herbs.

8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Flavors of Thailand
Bridget and Julia unlock the secrets to everyday pad thai and Elle Simone makes panang beef curry.

9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Steak and Beyond
Dueling beef rib steaks, dry-brined ribeyes and grilled lamb steaks with Moroccan charmoula.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Baked Dover Sole on the Bone with Bretonne Sauce and Roast Sirloin of Beef with red wine are served.

10pm Rough Cut with Fine Woodworking
Tom McLaughlin shares the design for his hanging tool cabinet, a piece that personalizes any shop.

2 Friday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Italian Staples
A chicken parmigiana light, beef and arugula bruschetta and, broccoli rabe and sausage are made.

8:30pm Cook's Country
Ultimate Comfort Foods
Julia Collin Davison and Bridget Lancaster revive a traditional recipe for Wellesley Fudge Cake.

9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Tomorrow's Chengdu
Martin explores Tianfu, a city in development that will be the model of future cities in China.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Moroccan Harrira Soup, Roast Haddock with Roast Pepper and Olive and Basil Salsa are prepared.

10pm This Old House
New apprentices join the team in Rhode Island as the roof goes up and the house gets sheathed.

10:30pm Globe Trekker
Tough Trains: Cuba's Sugar Railroads
Ian Wright takes an eye-opening and hair-raising train journey across the Caribbean island of Cuba.

3 Saturday
8pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Fast and Fleecy Accessories, Part 1
Learn how to make comfy fleece accessories using easy sewing techniques and simple pattern shapes.

8:30pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Fast and Fleecy Accessories, Part 2
Accessories are made from various types of fleece and use a variety of seam finishes.

9pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Ultimate Fancy Footwork, Part 1
Upgrade your sewing ability with popular presser feet and instructions from Nancy.

9:30pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Ultimate Fancy Footwork, Part 2
Basic techniques and new ideas merge for a comprehensive class....
on presser feet.

10pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Ultimate Fancy Footwork, Part 3
Nancy teaches how to use specialty presser feet to their full potential in this workbook style class.

10:30pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Travel Gear Made Easy, Part 1
Mary Mulari highlights a roll-up blanket, easy zipper pulls and other unique travel accessories.

11pm Best of Sewing with Nancy
Travel Gear Made Easy, Part 2
Designer Mary Mulari teams up with Nancy to make travel gear perfect for gifts or yourself.

11:30pm Sewing with Nancy
I Sew for Fun
Nancy and her granddaughters, along with friends, take a modern approach to sewing kid projects.

12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Grown Up Comfort Classics
Bridget Lancaster and Julia Collin Davison unlock the secrets to simple stovetop macaroni and cheese.

12:30am Growing a Greener World
In Susan's Garden: A Backyard Habitat in Harmony with Nature (Spokane, WA)
Master Gardener Susan Mulvihill has created a bountiful and beautiful habitat for all creatures.

4 Sunday
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
French Bistro Classics
A robust Stew with seasonal Vegetables called Lamb Navarin and Nicoise Salad are prepared.

8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
How to Roast Everything
Bridget and Julia make the ultimate beef tenderloin with smoky potatoes and persillade relish.

9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Fish Hits The Fire
Singapore-spiced halibut in banana leaves, coulibiac grilled salmon and grilled oysters are served.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Kale Broth with Lemon and Parmesan; Grilled Chicken with Marjoram and Roasted Almond Sauce.

10pm Ask This Old House
10:30pm Rick Steves’ Europe Iran's Historic Capitals
The monuments of Persepolis, the tombs of poets in Shiraz and the mosques of Esfahan are explored.

11pm Dream of Italy
Rome
Alessandro Volpetti takes Kathy on a tour of the new Testaccio market and his family deli Volpetti.

11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
French Bistro Classics
Bridget and Julia make the ultimate beef tenderloin with smoky potatoes and persillade relish.

12am Simply Ming
Hawai'i - Ed Kenney
Ming and chef Ed Kenney create two unique takes on traditional dishes in Hawai'i.
All Chocolate, All The Time
Bridget and Julia uncover the secrets to making the perfect Boston cream pie.
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
The Pac-Rim Grill
Koreatown short ribs, Thai sweet chili ribs and shrimp and pineapple salad are prepared.
30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Recipes include Mimosa Salad, Roast Loin of Pork with Fennel Seeds and Oeufs a la Neige.
10pm Craftsman's Legacy
The Woodworker
Eric Gorges visits woodworker John Wilson at his home shop and learns how to make a shoulder plane.
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Armenia - Ancient History and Modern Traditions, Part 1
Joseph crisscrosses Armenia to explore ancient sites and witness traditional artisans.
11pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Hill Country, Texas
Samantha visits a wildflower seed farm and shakes a leg at Gruene Hall, Texas' oldest dance hall.
11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
The Grind
Sweet and tangy glazed Meatloaf and sweet and hot Italian-style Pork Sausage are served.
12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
All Chocolate, All The Time
Bridget and Julia uncover the secrets to making the perfect Boston cream pie.
12:30am Pati's Mexican Table
Juju's Chocolate-Covered Life
Chocolate chocolate chunk banana bread and Chocolate crepe tower are prepared.
7 Wednesday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
The Dessert Table
Limoncello tiramisu made with limoncello zabaglione and chocolate anise biscotti are served.
8:30pm Cook's Country
A Trip to Tarheel Country
Bryan Roof shows Julia Collin Davison a top secret recipe for North Carolina dipped fried chicken.
9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Tea Time!
Martin explores the local tea cultivation process and attends a tea serving ceremony.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Risotto, Warm Salad of Quail with Grapes, Honey and Bacon and Candied Citrus Zests are served.
10pm Ask This Old House
10:30pm Rick Steves’ Europe
Norway's West: Fjords, Mountains and Bergen
Sail under towering fjord cliffs, hike on powerful glaciers and explore historic Bergen.
11pm Dream of Italy
Umbria
The rich treasures of the Umbria region, including the Perugina Chocolate School, are highlighted.
11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
The Dessert Table
Limoncello tiramisu made with limoncello zabaglione and chocolate anise biscotti are served.
12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Ultimate Italian
Test cook Dan Souza makes an Italian classic-porchetta and parmesan farrotto is prepared.
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Grill Top Cocktail Party
Recipes include plantation shrimp with spiced rum glaze and finger burner lamb chops.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Potato Soup with Black Pudding and Parsley Pesto and Roast Fillet of Beef with Roast Peanuts.
10pm Craftsman's Legacy
The Glassblower
Eric visits April Wagner, a glassblower working in abstract art, and learns how to make a glass cup.
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Armenia - Ancient History and Modern Traditions, Part 2
Joseph visits ancient burial sites, historic churches and the homes of present-day Armenians.
11pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Big Sur and Monterey, California
Samantha visits the Monterey Bay...
Aquarium and explores the historic California State Route 1.

11:30pm Martha Stewart’s Cooking School
Cooking with Wine
Richly flavored Beef Bourguignon, a Tomato-and-Wine-based Fish Stew and Chicken Marsala are served.

12am America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Ultimate Italian
Test cook Dan Souza makes an Italian classic-porchetta and parmesan farotto is prepared.

12:30am Pati’s Mexican Table
Cheesy Senor breakfast sandwich, Tres quesos chicken pasta and Bacon cheese dogs with avocado relish.

9 Friday
8pm Lidia’s Kitchen
Slow Cooking
Lidia prepares an elegant risotto with mushrooms and a luscious ziti with pork rib guazzetto.
8:30pm Cook’s Country
New Recipes for the Grill
Bridget Lancaster makes fried chicken wings on the grill! Grilled pork burgers are also prepared.

9 Saturday
8pm Christopher Kimball’s Milk Street Television
Middle East Classics
Puffed pita bread, sumac-spiced chicken (musakhan) and a recipe for fattoush are highlighted.
8:30pm Christopher Kimball’s Milk Street Television
Japanese Tuesday Nights
Christopher Kimball travels to Tokyo, Japan and learns how to make skillet glazed chicken.

9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
The Voice of the Mountain
Martin meets a famous mountain singer and learns about the life and cuisine of the mountains.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O’Connell
Macroom Mozzarella Salad, Roast Chicken with Bread and Thyme Leaf Sauce are served.

10pm This Old House
10:30pm Globe Trekker
Hawaii
Zoe D’Amato sets out on a grand adventure to explore The Big Island, Maui, Oahu and Kauai in Hawaii

11:30pm Lidia’s Kitchen
Slow Cooking
Lidia prepares an elegant risotto with mushrooms and a luscious ziti with pork rib guazzetto.

12am Cook’s Country
New Recipes for the Grill
Bridget Lancaster makes fried chicken wings on the grill! Grilled pork burgers are also prepared.

12:30am Simply Ming
Hawai’i - Lee Ann Wong
Ming and chef Lee Anne Wong create a sumptuous meal celebrating the heritage of the islands.

10 Sunday
8pm Martha Stewart’s Cooking School
Italian Favorites
A decadent eight-layer Pork Ragu and Béchamel-filled Lasagna and Chicken Parmesan are prepared.
8:30pm America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Modern Weeknight Meals
Test cook Becky Hays makes Bridget Lancaster the perfect one-hour broiled chicken and pan sauce.

9pm Steven Raichlen’s Project Fire
Fusion Q
Honey and coriander smoke-roasted duck, So-Cal paella and pork loin Reuben are prepared.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O’Connell
Red Onion, Roast Pepper, Rosemary and Anchovy Pissaladière and Grilled Hake are prepared.

10pm Ask This Old House
10:30pm Rick Steves’ Europe Andalucia, Gibraltar and Tangier
Enjoy Spain’s whitewashed hill towns and roll down to the coast to the windsurfing mecca of Tarifa.

11pm Dream of Italy
Naples/Amalfi Coast
Kathy attends pizza school with Master Enzo Coccia and visits special vines at Tenuta San Francesco.

11:30pm Martha Stewart’s Cooking School
Italian Favorites
A decadent eight-layer Pork Ragu and Bechamel-filled Lasagna and Chicken Parmesan are prepared.

12am America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Modern Weeknight Meals
Test cook Becky Hays makes Bridget Lancaster the perfect one-hour broiled chicken and pan sauce.

12:30am Food Flirts
Pastrami Meets Ramen
The sisters learn how artisan pastrami is crafted and take a ramen noodle and broth-making lesson.

12 Monday
8pm Lidia’s Kitchen
Heartwarming Favorites
A rice and lentil soup roasted olives with orange and rosemary and ricotta meatloaf are prepared.

8:30pm Cook’s Country
Spaghetti House Classics
Test cook Christie Morrison makes host Julia Collin Davison the perfect hearty beef lasagna.

9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
That Which Sustains Life
Martin visits the Dujiangyan, an ancient irrigation system in Dujiangyan City, Sichuan, China.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O’Connell
Carrot, Coconut and Lemongrass Soup and Slow Roast Shoulder of Lamb with Aioli and Salsa Verde.

10pm This Old House
10:30pm Globe Trekker Papua New Guinea Islands
New Britain Island, the largest in the Bismarck Archipelago of Papua New Guinea, is explored.

11pm Dream of Italy
Naples/Amalfi Coast
Kathy attends pizza school with Master Enzo Coccia and visits special vines at Tenuta San Francesco.

11:30pm Martha Stewart’s Cooking School
Heartwarming Favorites
A rice and lentil soup roasted olives with orange and rosemary and ricotta meatloaf are prepared.

12am America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Vegan for Everyone
Test cook Becky Hays makes a vegan pinto bean-beet burger. Buffalo cauliflower bites are served.

9pm Steven Raichlen’s Project Fire
One Good Turn
Peruvian game hens with creamy salsa verde, Huli-huli spare ribs and Brazilian rotisserie pineapple.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O’Connell
Beetroot and Raspberry Salad with Labnah and Grilled Lightly Spiced Quail with Pomegranate are made.

10pm Craftsman’s Legacy
The Guitar Maker
Brain Galloup builds guitars and runs a school to teach others the craft of guitar making.

10:30pm Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope
France - Following The Rhone
Joseph follows the Rhone River on a 500-mile journey through France to the Mediterranean sea.

11pm Samantha Brown’s Places to Love
Xi’an, China
Samantha bikes atop the ancient City Wall in Xi’an and visits the site of the Terracotta Warriors.

11:30pm Martha Stewart’s Cooking School
On The Bone
Sumptuous Oxtail, slow-roasted Beef Ribs, Cowboy Steak and Korean Short-Rib Kebabs are served.

12am America’s Test Kitchen from Cook’s Illustrated
Vegan for Everyone
Test cook Becky Hays makes a vegan pinto bean-beet burger. Buffalo cauliflower bites are served.

12:30am Pati’s Mexican Table
More Than Just A Meal
Chipotle goat cheese spread and Cesina and creamy slaw ciabatta sandwich are served.
14 Wednesday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
A Winter Garden
A spicy escarole and white bean soup and a delicious spaghetti with fennel and greens are prepared.
8:30pm Cook's Country
Tex-Mex Favorites
Julia Collin Davison and Bridget Lancaster make a lone star state classic - flank steak in adobo.
9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Poetry in a Cup
Martin visits a famous Chengdu distillery for a close up look on how Chinese baijiu is produced.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Celeriac fritters and casserole roast pheasant with Indian spices and artichokes are prepared.
10pm Ask This Old House
10:30pm Rick Steves' Europe
Rome: Ancient Glory
Marvel at the Colosseum, the Pantheon, and the empire’s exquisite art and bike on the Appian Way.
11pm Dream of Italy
Piedmont/Lake Iseo
Kathy attends the World Truffle Auction, Lago delle Sorgenti and Cascina Bruciata vineyard.
11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
A Winter Garden
A spicy escarole and white bean soup and a delicious spaghetti with fennel and greens are prepared.
12am Cook's Country
Pacific Northwest Supper
Christie Morrison shows Julia Collin Davison how to make a show-stopping Oregon blackberry pie.
15 Thursday
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Cheese
Martha prepares fluffy, homemade Ricotta, heavenly Cheese Fondue and Fettuccine Alfredo.
8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Just Add Apples
Test cook Erin McMurrer and host Bridget Lancaster make the ultimate apple strudel.
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Grilling 24/7
Industrial eats pizzas, grilled eggs with prosciutto and parmesan and pastrami beef ribs are served.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Lentil and Curly Kale Soup in the Italian Style and Grilled Duck with Watercress are served.
10pm Craftsman's Legacy
The Stone Carver
Walter Arnold, an accomplished stone carver, discusses what it takes to carve limestone and marble.
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Ireland - Coast to Coast
Joseph is reminded that wherever you are in Ireland, you will find a warm-hearted Irish welcome.
11pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Ireland's Northwest Coast
Samantha hikes up the sea cliffs of Slieve League, frequents a Gastropub and visits County Sligo.
11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Cheese
Martha prepares fluffy, homemade Ricotta, heavenly Cheese Fondue and Fettuccine Alfredo.
12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Just Add Apples
Test cook Erin McMurrer and host Bridget Lancaster make the ultimate apple strudel.
12:30am Pati's Mexican Table
Tijuana's Culinary Revolution
Pati visits Tijuana to meet with fresh talent taking part in Baja's exciting culinary movement.
16 Friday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Italian Style Bbq
Grilled calamari salad with tomato coulis and apple and radicchio salad with gorgonzola are made.
8:30pm Cook's Country
Pacific Northwest Supper
Christie Morrison shows Julia Collin Davison how to make a show-stopping Oregon blackberry pie.
9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Hot, Hot and Extra Hot!
Martin visits the world's largest bean paste factory and the world's biggest chili market.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Grilled Scallions with Mushroom and Anchovy, Poached Monkfish and Apricot Tart are served.
10pm This Old House
10:30pm Globe Trekker
Food Hour: The Story of Beef
Kate Comer discovers the extraordinary journey behind beef, the world's favorite red meat.
11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Italian Style Bbq
Grilled calamari salad with tomato coulis and apple and radicchio salad with gorgonzola are made.
12am Cook's Country
Pacific Northwest Supper
Christie Morrison shows Julia Collin Davison how to make a show-stopping Oregon blackberry pie.

12:30am Simply Ming Hawai'i - Roy Yamaguchi and Alan Wong

Ming visits the Hawai'i Food and Wine festival and cooks with chefs Roy Yamaguchi and Alan Wong.

17 Saturday

8pm Steven Raichlen's Project Smoke Thanksgiving Comes Early Recipes include Whiskey-Smoked Turkey with Cranberry Salsa and Smoked Creamed Corn.

8:30pm Home for Christy Rost: Thanksgiving The chef shares seasonal recipes and showcases the renovation of her 19th-century mountain estate.

9:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated Outsmarting Thanksgiving Test cook Dan Souza shows Julia Collin Davison how to make the ultimate roast turkey.

10pm Delicious Tv's Vegan Mashup Holiday Classics Delicious vegan dishes include the Unbird, Thanksgiving Fritters and Sweet Potato Chipotle Bisque.

10:30pm Chef's Life Obviously, It's Pecans Vivian is feeling the stress of running the restaurant after preparing for her Thanksgiving feast.

11pm Sara's Weeknight Meals Thanksgiving 101 Sara covers of how to buy, defrost, roast and time a Turkey and create One-Size-Fits-All Stuffing.

11:30pm New Orleans Cooking with Kevin Belton Thanksgiving Stuffed mirlitons, Cajun turkey and dirty rice are prepared.

12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated Vegan for Everyone Test cook Becky Hays makes a vegan pinto bean-beet burger. Buffalo cauliflower bites are served.

12:30am Growing a Greener World New Ways of Growing America's Favorite Vegetable - Where inspiration and innovation Meet (Raleigh, NC) Expert grower Brie Arthur finds the latest methods to grow tomatoes in the most unconventional ways.

18 Sunday

8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School Lamb Martha prepares butterflied, rolled and roasted Leg of Lamb and Yogurt-marinated Lamb-Kebab.

8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated Soup for Dinner Test cook Dan Souza makes chicken bouillabaisse. Greek chicken and rice soup is prepared.

9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire Extreme Grilling Fennel pepper grilled pork tomahawk. salmon grilled on a shovel and caveman pork chops are prepared.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell Salad of Figs, Goats Cheese and Mint and Grilled Squid with Cherry Tomatoes and Marjoram.

10pm Ask This Old House

10:30pm Rick Steves' Europe Galicia and the Camino De Santiago Follow the trail pilgrims have trod for centuries, from the French border to Santiago de Compostela.

11pm Dream of Italy Puglia Local Tonino Benincasa gives an introduction to the Baroque city of Lecce with a classic car ride.

12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated Soup for Dinner Test cook Dan Souza makes chicken bouillabaisse. Greek chicken and rice soup is prepared.

12:30am Food Flirts Thailand Meets Tres Leches The Brass Sisters experience Thai rolled ice cream and a tres leches cupcake baking lesson.

19 Monday

8pm Lidia's Kitchen Tomato Time Eggs poached in tomato sauce, stuffed tomatoes and chilled tomato soup are prepared.

8:30pm Cook's Country Summer Steak and Salad Christie Morrison makes Bridget Lancaster the ultimate grilled thick-cut Porterhouse steaks.

9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom Small Bites Martin explores small bites by highlighting a 'xiao chi' which can be an appetizer or a street food.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell Pumpkin Soup with Toasted Pumpkin Seed Oil and Spiced and Braised Lamb are prepared.

10pm This Old House

10:30pm Globe Trekker Food Hour: The Story of Beer
The popularity behind the favorite alcoholic beverage of millions of people worldwide is explored.

**11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen**
**Tomato Time**
Eggs poached in tomato sauce, stuffed tomatoes and chilled tomato soup are prepared.

**12am Cook's Country**
**Summer Steak and Salad**
Christie Morrison makes Bridget Lancaster the ultimate grilled thick-cut Porterhouse steaks.

**12:30am Simply Ming**
Robert Sisca
Chef Robert Sisca comes up from Rhode Island to visit Ming and to create two takes on halibut.

**20 Tuesday**
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
**Arabian Gulf Breakfast**
Khameer, a date-sweetened bread, shakshouka, a baked egg dish, and balaaleet are served.

**8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated**
**Pressure Cooker Perfection**
Test cook Becky Hays makes the fastest-ever farmhouse chicken noodle soup in the pressure cooker.

**9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire**
**Wrangler Tailgate**
Recipes include smoked pulled lamb in lettuce leaves, honey soy chicken wings and brisket tacos.

**9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell**
**Roast Cauliflower with Red Onions and Cumin Seed and Grilled Chicken Paillard** are prepared.

**10pm Craftsman's Legacy**
**The Goldsmith**
Goldsmith Susan McDonough works in a small studio on her family's farm in the mountains.

**10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope**
**France - Bordeaux**
Joseph tours the UNESCO World Heritage town of Bordeaux and small wine making villages.

**11pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love**
**Orange County, California**
Samantha travels to Orange County in Southern California and meets legendary surfer PT Townend.

**11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School**
**Arabian Gulf Breakfast**
Khameer, a date-sweetened bread, shakshouka, a baked egg dish, and balaaleet are served.

**12am Cook's Country**
**Reimagining Italian-American Classics**
Test cook Bryan Roof makes host Julia Collin Davison a regional favorite - Detroit-style pizza.

**12:30am Pati's Mexican Table**
**Tijuana: Stories from the Border**
Pati dives deep to get the real story of what life and food are like on the border.

**21 Wednesday**
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
**Grilled Favorites**
Fish in banana leaves, date-glazed lamb chops and sea bass fillets with okra kebabs are prepared.

**9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom**
**Rising Stars**
There are 230 million children under the age of 15 in China.

**Martin meets talented ones from Chengdu.**

**9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell**
Salad of Coolea Cheese with Apple Syrup and Braised Beef with Oysters are served.

**10pm Ask This Old House**
**10:30pm Rick Steves' Europe**
**Paris: Regal and Intimate**
Explore the Seine River, Napoleon's tomb and the Louvre and experience a patriotic Bastille Day.

**11pm Dream of Italy**
**Venice**
Host Kathy McCabe takes a gondola rowing lesson from an 8th-generation gondolier in Venice, Italy.

**11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen**
**Family Brunch**
Crostaata with kale butternut squash, carrot and orange salad and potato and egg frico are made.

**12am Cook's Country**
**Reimagining Italian-American Classics**
Test cook Bryan Roof makes host Julia Collin Davison a regional favorite - Detroit-style pizza.

**12:30am Food Flirts**
**Pretzel Meets Chocolate**
A spectacular chocolate pretzel brioche bread pudding with raspberry whipped cream is created.

**22 Thursday**
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
**Grilled Favorites**
Fish in banana leaves, date-glazed lamb chops and sea bass fillets with okra kebabs are prepared.

**8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated**
**Diner-Style Favorites with a Twist**
Julia and Bridget uncover the
secrets to making the ultimate Italian-style turkey meatballs.
9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
So-Cal Grill
Grilled tuna tacos, Santa Barbara lobsters with orange mint mojo and grilled artichokes are made.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
A Salad of Hard Boiled Eggs with Mayonnaise, Harissa and Chorizo and Grilled Pork Chops are served.
10pm Craftsman's Legacy
The Potter
Potter and musician Akira Satake discusses the serendipity that leads craftsmen to their craft.
10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Taiwan's Penghu Islands
Joseph returns to Taiwan to visit the Penghu Archipelago, a chain of 64 isles and islets.
11pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Montreal, Canada
Samantha takes an evening walking tour of Old Montreal and celebrates the city's history.
11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Grilled Favorites
Fish in banana leaves, date-glazed lamb chops and sea bass fillets with okra kebabs are prepared.
12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Diner-Style Favorites with a Twist
Julia and Bridget uncover the secrets to making the ultimate Italian-style turkey meatballs.
12:30am Pati's Mexican Table
Ensenada's Epic Seafood
Pati visits the port of Ensenada, a hub for seafood exportation, and the oldest bar in Baja.
23 Friday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Cocktail Party
Spicy stuffed clams with cheesy breadcrumbs and Italian deviled eggs with salsa verde are served.
8:30pm Cook's Country
Southern Specialties
Tennessee Pulled Turkey Sandwiches are cooked up and Eastern North Carolina Fish Stew is made.
9pm Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom
Fine Art, Fine Food
Martin tours an artist community and explores how local artists create ceramics and file paintings.
9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Beetroot Salad with St. Tola Goats' Cheese, Grilled T-Bone Steak and Oven Roasted Chips are prepared.
10pm This Old House
10:30pm Globe Trekker
Myanmar
Inle Lake and Shwedagon Pagoda, the most revered Buddhist temple in Myanmar, are explored.
11:30pm Lidia's Kitchen
Cocktail Party
Spicy stuffed clams with cheesy breadcrumbs and Italian deviled eggs with salsa verde are served.
12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Pressure Cooker Perfection
Test cook Becky Hays makes the fastest-ever farmhouse chicken noodle soup in the pressure
cooker.

12:30am Growing a Greener World
For The Love of Maples (Flat Rock, NC)
Two Brothers scour the globe for unique specimens of Japanese maple for their North Carolina nursery.

25 Sunday
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Stews of the Arabian Gulf
Arabian Gulf potpie, braised lamb shanks with okra and curried swordfish stew are served.

8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Italian Seafood Suppers
Bridget and Julia uncover the secrets to making perfect linguine allo scoglio.

9pm Steven Raichlen's Project Fire
Raichlen's Rules
Steven looks at fundamental techniques that he has used over the years.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Breads
Date flatbreads, fatout bread with seeds and raisin, coconut mandazi and eggplant flatbread are made.

10pm Ask This Old House
Window Repair, Space House Tour
Mark explains how to make concrete and Tom replaces a broken pane in a basement window.

10:30pm Rick Steves' Europe Florence: Heart of the Renaissance
Michelangelo's David, Botticelli's Birth of Venus and Ghiberti's Gates of Paradise are explored.

11pm Dream of Italy
Bologna
Kathy McCabe gets a test drive in a lamborghini and learns how to make Bologna's famous tortellini.

11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Stews of the Arabian Gulf
Arabian Gulf potpie, braised lamb shanks with okra and curried swordfish stew are served.

12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Italian Seafood Suppers
Bridget and Julia uncover the secrets to making perfect linguine allo scoglio.

12:30am Food Flirts
What Is A Food Incubator?
A food incubator along with chutney, out of the ordinary cookies and savory rugelach are showcased.

26 Monday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
A Summer Shindig
Grilled skewers of shrimp spiedini and steamed summery green beans are prepared.

8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Mexican Dinner Party
The ultimate tamales with red chicken chili are prepared and chorizo and potato tacos are made.

9pm Joanne Weir's Plates and Places
Risotto
Recipes include amarone and radicchio risotto, extruded rigatoni and beef braised in two courses.

9:30pm How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell
Scrambled Eggs with Smoked Salmon and Lamb Koftas and Rocket Salad are prepared.

10pm Craftsman's Legacy
The Saddle Maker
Host Eric Gorges visits the ranch of Charon and Tom Caldwell and learns about making horse saddles.

10:30pm Joseph Rosendo's Travelscope
Portugal - from Porto to Salamanca
An Iberian Peninsula exploration reveals some of the unknown aspects of Portuguese life.
11pm Samantha Brown's Places to Love
Oregon RV Trip
An RV road trip throughout the state of Oregon takes Samantha to Hood River and Fossil to Bend.
11:30pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Breads
Date flatbreads, fatout bread with seeds and raisin, coconut mandazi and eggplant flatbread are made.
12am America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Mexican Dinner Party
The ultimate tamales with red chicken chili are prepared and chorizo and potato tacos are made.
12:30am Pati's Mexican Table
Baja Breakfast
In Valle De Guadalupe, Pati visits one of the legendary cooks in the area, Dona Esthela.

28 Wednesday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Summer Picnic
Recipes include herb frittata rollups and pasta salad with tomato, mozzarella and green beans.
8:30pm Cook's Country
Holiday Roast and Potatoes
A classic recipe for Boneless Rib Roast is streamlined with Yorkshire Pudding and Jus.
12:30am Food Flirts
Burger Meets Dosa
The Brass sisters they tackle their burger bucket list and uncover the mystique of Indian dosa.

29 Thursday
8pm Martha Stewart's Cooking School
Side Dishes
Creamed coconut spinach, eggplant with herbs and yogurt and za'atar smashed potatoes are made.
8:30pm America's Test Kitchen from Cook's Illustrated
Mediterranean Sweets
Test cook Dan Souza makes Bridget the ultimate olive oil cake. Foolproof Bbaklava is highlighted.
12:30am Pati's Mexican Table
Mexican Wine Country
Pati samples some of the local wine varietals in the exciting wine region of Valle de Guadalupe.

30 Friday
8pm Lidia's Kitchen
Italian American Classics
Lidia cooks up lasagna with ricotta
and fresh mozzarella and eggplant parmigiana stacks.

8:30pm **Cook's Country**  
*Pub-Style Seafood*  
Test cook Ashley Moore makes Bridget Lancaster perfect Fish and Chips. Shrimp Burgers are served.

9pm **Yan Can Cook: Spice Kingdom**  
*Panda-Monium!*  
Martin visits pandas at the Research compound in Chengdu and explores bamboo as an artistic medium.

9:30pm **How to Cook Well with Rory O'Connell**  
Moroccan Harrira Soup, Roast Haddock with Roast Pepper and Olive and Basil Salsa are prepared.

10pm **This Old House**  
Shingles with asbestos are removed and the foundation wall panels arrive and are placed.

10:30pm **Globe Trekker**  
*Food Hour: Southern China*  
Celebrated New Zealand chef Peter Gordon discovers the roots of Cantonese cuisine.

11:30pm **Lidia's Kitchen**  
*Italian American Classics*  
Lidia cooks up lasagna with ricotta and fresh mozzarella and eggplant parmigiana stacks.

12am **Cook's Country**  
*Pub-Style Seafood*  
Test cook Ashley Moore makes Bridget Lancaster perfect Fish and Chips. Shrimp Burgers are served.

12:30am **Simply Ming**  
*Matt Louis*  
Goat meatballs with garlic mustard pesto, local farm feta and sunchoke chips are prepared.